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The editor of  
both photoSTATIC and 
phonoSTATIC is  
Lloyd Dunn. This 
project is not-for-
profit and this issue 
is entirely  
self—funded.

Welcome to photoSTATIC #16, “The Persistence of the Persistence of 
Vision”, the third issue in the Metatherne of Persistence. PhotoSTATIC 
has received so many submissions on the theme of vision that were of 
such a high caliber that this issue was needed to print all of them. 
The editor would like to thank all the contributors who sent in work 
for this issue, and for all the other issues they have helped to make 
possible. Keep sending in the work! It’s what makes photoSTATIC go. 
Also, keep spreading the word that photoSTATIC exists to people who 
might be interested. Or give me their address, and I’ll send them a 
copy to get them interested.

HOW TO SUBMIT: Send any work you may have which is xerographic 
in nature or at least xerographically reproducible. photoSTATIC 
is dedicated to the dissemination of electrostatic and copyart of 
all kinds. Reccommended dimensions are 8-1/2x7 inches or 8-1/2x14. 
Include a SASE if you want your work returned after use. Work in any 
theme or subject matter is of interest to the editor of photoSTATIC. 
Your work will be kept on file and used when it seems appropriate. 
photoSTATIC is especially interested in series work, anywhere from 
6 to 20 pieces in a series. Also, photoSTATIC’s sister magazine 
on cassette, phonoSTATIC is looking for sound work on tape. Same 
policies as above apply.

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE: If you send photoSTATIC a check or money order 
for $6 and you will receive six issues of photoSTATIC over the next 
8 months or so. If you send $10, you will receive six issues of 
photoSTATIC as well as two phonoSTATIC cassettes over the same time 
period. We think it’s quite a deal.
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Phlegm Pets
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MAIL REVIEW
photoSTATIC’s editor reviews his recent mall...

Schism #11 by Janet Janet. 5-1/2 by 4-1/4”, 16 ppg, 
xerox. Booklet deals with “The stupidity of organized 
art movements” in a way that is amusing and also asks 
questions. As more art is done, is it really worthwhile 
to do more art? Does art make a difference? Yow! Will 
there ever be “the years without art”? The images and 
text have a certain authority which this reviewer took 
on its word. Send SASE to Janet Janet, 135 Cole St, San 
Francisco, CA, 94117.

Prophet of Outrage (part 3 of 7) by Patrick McKinnon. 
8-1/2 by 5-1/2”, 12 ppg, xerox. Found images and text 
try to fit together like an abstract puzzle. Well 
printed & the layout is pretty effective. Fragments of 
sentences & headlines fit together grammatically to form 
semisurreal nonsequitors. They were most effective for 
this reviewer when they made him (me, that is) laugh. 
Tension starts to snowball nicely at the end. Send $1 
to Suburban Wilderness Press, 1023 E 5th St, Duluth, MN, 
55805.

La Poire D’Angoisse #55 (English: “The Pear of Anxiety”) 
edited by Didier Moulinier. 21x15cm, 20 ppg, xerox. 
Latest installment of prolific art & poetry (mostly 
French) journal contains some nifty expressionistic—
type cartoon/drawings by a guy called
Krabs. There’s a lot of action in this guy’s hand. Also  
of note: Penis torture photographs which contort that 
organ in surprising ways that you can’t help but react 
to. Write to La Poire D’Angoisse c/o Didier Moulinier, 
14 Rue Albert Camus, 24750 Boulazac, France.

Yikes! Stuff Everywhere by Musicmaster. 8-1/2 by 7”, 28 
ppg, offset. A concept-coloring book with surrealistic 
imagery & we are admonished to “try not to stay inside 
the lines”. I think that if you do stuff to this book, 
it’ll do stuff to you. Mine’s colored already. Musical 
Comedy Editions, 335 17th Ave N, Hopkins, MN 55343. Offer 
a trade or write for details.
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Xerolage 1 featuring work by DiMichele. 8-1/2 
by ll”, 20 ppg, xerox. This is a great idea for 
a magazine, and I congratulate Xerox Sutra for 
putting it out. Good quality paper & I’ve never 
seen such good reproduction on an 11x17 sheet. 
If you’ve seen DiMichele’s work in photoSTATIC, 
you know how it seems to float around on the page 
& work with words. It’s good to see so much of 
it tightly related all in one place. The image 
and text manipulations are expressive, and the 
pictures will satisfy any diabolical cravings 
you may have. $3 postage paid from Xerox Sutra 
Editions, 1341 Williamson St, Madison, WI 53703. 
Subscribe to Xerolage: 4 issues for $10.

The I.S.C.A. Quarterly, Winter, 1985. Director: 
Louise Neaderland. 8-1/2 by 11, 48 ppg, various 
processes. This is the kind of journal where the 
artists are responsible for printing their own 
work & sending in 200 copies to be collated with 
everyone else’s work, bound, and distributed. 
The inevitable problem with this kind of journal 
is that you end up distributing a lot of dreck. 
There’s some good stuff here, but not enough 
to merit the cost that a non-member would have 
to pay. And I guess to make up for a lack of 
exercisable editorial policy, they have themes 
for every other issue for contributing members 
to adhere to. This one was “The elements: Earth, 
Air, Fire, And Water.” You figure out what to make 
of that. For info write, I.S.C.A., 800 West End 
Ave, New York, NY 10025.

Or 100 by Uncle Don Miliken. Anyone who’s ever 
received one of these slim magazines knows 
that they’re consistently graced with quality 
production and a great sense of humor. This is 
the 100th issue, something of a monument to one 
man’s diligence. Offer to trade stuff to ORWorks, 
P.O.B. 868, Amherst, MA 010O4.
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PhotoStatic Magazine Retrograde Archive
http://psrf.detritus.net/


